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NETWORK AT A GLANCE APPLICATIONS SAAS APPLICATIONS THREATS RECOMMENDATIONS

  

 

The Network at a Glance section provides a high-level overview of the network, highlighting key findings on volume and types of applications,
threats and vulnerabilities observed. 
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Network at a Glance

KEY FINDINGS

631

631 total applications are in use,
presenting potential business and
security challenges. As critical
functions move outside of an
organization’s control, employees
use non-work-related applications,
or cyberattackers use them to
deliver threats and steal data.

APPLICATIONS IN USE 

138

138 high-risk applications were
observed, including those that can
introduce or hide malicious activity,
transfer files outside the network, or
establish unauthorized
communication.

HIGH RISK APPLICATIONS 

164

164 SaaS applications were observed
in your network. To maintain
administrative control, adopt SaaS
applications that will be managed by
your IT team

SAAS APPLICATIONS 

8,155,948

8,155,948 total vulnerability exploits
were observed in your organization,
including brute-force, info-leak, and
code-execution.

Vulnerability Exploits 

11,815,860

11,815,860 total threats were found on
your network, including vulnerability
exploits, known and unknown
malware, and outbound command and
control activity.

TOTAL THREATS 
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NETWORK AT A GLANCE APPLICATIONS SAAS APPLICATIONS THREATS RECOMMENDATIONS

  

 

Total Bandwidth: 16.2 TB | Total Sessions: 319,273,991 | Total Applications: 631

The first step to managing security and business risk is identifying which applications can be abused to cause the most harm. We recommend
closely evaluating applications in these categories to ensure they are not introducing unnecessary compliance, operational, or cyber security risk.

Bandwidth consumption across the technology categories along with the top applications consuming the most bandwidth from each category are
shown below, followed by charts displaying the top application categories by sessions and risk level.
   

 

Applications

APPLICATION BANDWIDTH BY TECHNOLOGY

infrastructure   encrypted-
tunnel

   internet-
utility

   proxy    social-
networking

   

TOP 5 APPLICATION CATEGORIES BY SESSIONS

152,732,425

62,871,359

41,731,814

17,171,356
12,846,002

* The Palo Alto Networks research team uses the application behavioral
characteristics to determine a risk rating of 1 through 5, with 5 being the
highest.

TOP 5 APPLICATION CATEGORIES BY RISK LEVEL

proxy

encrypted-tunnel

ip-protocol

management

general-business

773.98 GB

4.13 TB

1.68 TB

451.20 GB

147.79 GB

RISK LEVEL
5
4
3
2
1

]- High

17.1 % of bandwidth
client-server

290 apps

446.21 GB 
syslog

340.8 GB 
ssh

264.37 GB 
instagram-

base

71.9 % of bandwidth
browser-based

281 apps

3.79 TB 
ssl

1.52 TB 
google-

base

1.15 TB 
facebook-

base

< 1 % of bandwidth
peer-to-peer

26 apps

7.42 GB 
skype

831.93 MB 
sip

182.48 MB 
ms-

groove

10.9 % of bandwidth
network-
protocol

34 apps

1.68 TB 
etherip

47.2 GB 
dns

13.35 GB 
ipv6
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NETWORK AT A GLANCE APPLICATIONS SAAS APPLICATIONS THREATS RECOMMENDATIONS

  

 

Total Bandwidth: 567.62 GB | Total Sessions: 7,682,843 | Total Applications: 164

SaaS-based applications continue to redefine the network perimeter, providing critical functionality and efficiency, but at the same time
introduce potential new security and data risks if not properly controlled. Often labeled “shadow IT,” most of these services are adopted directly
by individual users, business teams, or even entire departments. In order to minimize data security risks you need control over SaaS applications
used your network.

The chart below displays the SaaS data movement in comparison with the total data movement in your network and highlights the top 5 SaaS
applications that consume the most bandwidth.

The following chart displays the number of SaaS applications in each application category. This allows you to assess the most used SaaS
applications in your organization.

The chart below identifies the top SaaS application categories delivering the most sessions.

 

highest.

SaaS Applications

TOP 5 SAAS APPLICATIONS BY BANDWIDTH

16.2 TB
total data flow

567.62 GB
for SaaS apps

salesforce-base

gmail-base

webex-base

successfactors

skydrive-base

106.64 GB

92.62 GB

81.12 GB

34.76 GB

31.69 GB

631
total apps

164
SaaS apps

f i l e -
sharing

 general-
business

 email  internet-
conferencing

 office-
programs

 

30

17
15 14

11

TOP 5 SAAS APPLICATIONS BY SESSIONS

319,273,991
total sessions

7,682,843
for SaaS apps

icloud-base

gmail-base

salesforce-base

windows-azure-base

successfactors

1,223,040

911,938

895,570

889,763

840,514

TOP 5 SAAS APPLICATION CATEGORIES BY NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS
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NETWORK AT A GLANCE APPLICATIONS SAAS APPLICATIONS THREATS RECOMMENDATIONS

  

 

Total Vulnerability Exploits: 8,155,948 | Total Applications Delivering Exploits: 122 | Total Malware: 488

Understanding your risk exposure, and how to adjust your security posture to prevent attacks, requires intelligence on the type and volume of
threats used against your organization. Applications are the primary vector used to deliver malware and infect organizations, communicate
outbound, or exfiltrate data. Adversaries’ tactics have evolved to use the applications commonly found on the network, or within an endpoint
operating system, into which traditional security solutions have little or no visibility. This section displays information on vulnerability exploits,
application vulnerabilities and malware, observed on your network.

The chart below shows the number of vulnerability exploits delivered in each category including brute-force, info-leak, and code-execution. 

The observations below display the top 5 application categories delivering the most exploits in your network. 

ms-ds-smb    msrpc    web-browsing    ssl    ssh    

 

Threats

VULNERABILITY EXPLOITS

brute-force: 4,962,557brute-force: 4,962,557

info-leak: 3,110,169info-leak: 3,110,169 code-execution: 69,867code-execution: 69,867

phishing: 4,637phishing: 4,637

dos: 3,189dos: 3,189

Other: 5,529Other: 5,529

TOP 5 APPLICATIONS DELIVERING MOST EXPLOITS

4,022,244

2,203,936

629,376

260,439
201,502

TAGS OBSERVED

Top Malware Family Tags

Tag Count

1,204

311

309

135

79

76

71

52

47

41

 VirLock

 Mirai

 Gafgyt

 Satori

 Upatre

 Unruy

 GandCrab

 BlackShades

 NJRat

 AzoRult

Top Campaign Tags

Tag Count

13

1

 SilverTerrier

 BlackVine

Top Malicious Behavior Tags

Tag Count

1,345

1,192

719

331

323

244

157

155

152

145

 HttpNoUserAgent

 DisableUAC

 ProcessInjection

 CreateScheduledTa
sk

 ExplorerNetworkC
onnection

 ModifyWindowsFi
rewall

 IPAddressLookup

 UsesDynamicDNS

 CreateAppInitDll

 RenameOnReboot
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NETWORK AT A GLANCE APPLICATIONS SAAS APPLICATIONS THREATS RECOMMENDATIONS

  

 - Linked to threats that belong to a certain Malware Family

 - Part of a larger Campaign of attacks

 - A type of Malicious Behavior that indicates that your system has been compromised

 - Public tags are tags shared with the AutoFocus community by your organization and other AutoFocus users. They are visible
to all AutoFocus users.

 - Unit 42 (alerting) tags are created by Unit 42 (the Palo Alto Networks® threat intelligence and research team) for threats and
campaigns that pose a direct security risk.

 - Unit 42 creates alerting tags for threats discovered by individuals or organizations outside of Unit 42. These tags have a
pointed and marked top right corner.

THREATS BY DESTINATION COUNTRIES

Malware threats sent against 1  countries. 

100.00% of malware was destined to India,

a total of 287 malware sessions.
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NETWORK AT A GLANCE APPLICATIONS SAAS APPLICATIONS THREATS RECOMMENDATIONS

  

 

Implement safe application enablement polices, by only allowing the applications needed for business, and applying granular control to all
others.
Address high-risk applications with the potential for abuse, such as remote access, file sharing, or encrypted tunnels.
Address active malware or threats by examining the network or host source. Detection and response or logging solutions may provide an
indication of what occurred.
Deploy a security solution that can detect and prevent threats, both known and unknown, to mitigate risk from attackers.
Use a solution that can automatically re-program itself and other security products, creating and coordinating new protections for
emerging threats, sourced from a global community of other enterprise users.

Asha Narulkar
anarulkar@paloaltonetworks.com

 

Recommendations

CONTACT US
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